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TODAY & DEMOCRACY

Once you start thinking like a kem (someone that practices Kemetic spirituality), you
quickly realize that "something is wrong". All our lives, Western Leaders and
their local sub-prefects talk about "democracy" without end.
We grow up hearing how we must defend democracy and spread it. But no
one has ever told us what democracy really is or tried to justify why someone
should defend it or spread it. Democracy is the rule of the populace: If 51% of
your neighbours want to eat you for breakfast or rape your wife in public, it's
good in a democracy.
At the Kemetic initiation school it is called DEMON-CRATY "the reign of the
devil" because materialism and greed are the only true law in a democracy.
Everything goes in a democracy as long as the majority of the people want it.
Democracy is a way to allow even an idiot to gain power. There is no school to
become president. There is no teaching to become president. Anyone can
become president - Bill Clinton, Bush, Reagan, Tony Blair, Sarkozy, Macron,
Alassane Ouattara ... Also, everyone can vote: rapist, gangster, criminal, drug
addict, thief etc. ... The Etymology of Democracy is - Rule of the Demon - antiDivine - going against the law of our Ancestors and the NETERU.
According to Kemetic initiation teaching, a demon is a god without history Greek gods - Christian god - Roman gods are for us Demons. These are pale
copies of the NETERU of our ancestors. What connects us as a people does
not come from democracy. All we do is based on the Divine.
MAATA-CRATY
Traditional society is governed by divine law. And the King or Traditional
Chief is first of all a great initiate / priest, therefore a spiritual guide. He is not
elected by the people but rather chosen by the clergy composed of High
Priests after several consultations of the ancestors. Because power in
traditional society is not political, it is divine first. So, whoever you are in the

community: carpenter, blacksmith, builder ... all that matters is what you
contribute to the harmonization of society.
The kingship and African traditional chieftaincy is copied from the divine
family model (Wsr, Aishat, Heru). It is therefore very important for the
cohesion of the family unit and society. And the King or the Chief is the
guarantor. We are King or Chief until death. We will never tell you, “Here is
our ‘former’ King or ‘former’ Chief.” We will tell you, “Here is the tomb of our
former King or former Chief.” A new King or Chief was chosen after his death.
And if it happened that the King or Chief was no longer accepted by his people
for whatever reason, the people could ask (through the clergy) the ancestors
to replace him. The King or Chief would die after three months ...
That's why we all bow to a King or a Chief, but no one bows to a president.
Democracy is a system of leadership that allows an idiot to be in a position of
our ancestors. He could be a murderer, a thief, an ex-junkie ...
A king or a Chief is not.
Quality is the only thing that brings higher status to traditional society.
Quality is a characteristic of behaviour: a set of habits, principles that you
develop and live by. Quality is listening to the ancestors: you must understand
and apply it, which allows you to evolve in all areas of your life. “(If you stand
on your principle, we will stay behind you and you will not be ashamed),” say
the ancestors. In traditional society, it is how each individual contributes to
society as a whole. In modern society, it's the opposite.
The form of power in traditional society is not specifically political. Its main
function is to weld "the symbolic order of society to the cosmic order". You
know that you need to change but your actions do not change; it's the perfect
animalistic memory. If your habits and actions do not change, do not be
surprised if you do not evolve.
The animalistic memory goes downhill, legitimizing the lack of action. Modern
"progress" aims to make things easier: on the other hand, it makes the human
mind lazier. It is a downhill path. Modern society is hiding everything from
you. In traditional society everything is exposed to you. Mass movements are
usually under the influence of animalistic memory like democracy.

